Minutes

Attendees: Brenda Helmbrecht, Jose Navarro, Brent Nuttall, Neal MacDougal, Helen Bailey, Emily Fogle, John Jasbinsek, Aaron Keen, Bruno Giberti, Dustin Stegner, Melinda Weaver (minutes)

GEGB Chair, Statements of Interest

Two statements have been presented to the GEGB. Recommendation will be taken to Provost.

First Choice

Yes = 7
Abstention = 1

Second choice can move forward if 1st choice isn't approved?

Yes = 7
Abstention = 1

Stretch Courses in English

Proposals are fine and will move forward in work flow.

Senate Resolution-Moving Area F Courses into Area B7

Discussion in previous meetings led to the development of the resolution, as a response to EO 1100 and the elimination of Area F

Board reviewed the resolution, editing it for proposal to the Academic Senate.

Senate Resolution for GWR Classes

Discussion centered on clarification of the future of the writing exam itself. Plan at this point, is to have a GWR presence, but offering more classes that would fulfill the requirement. Classes have to be deemed “writing intensive”.

Members expressed concerns about workloads in writing intensive courses, and suggested lowering the cap.

Brenda will bring the GEGB comments to the GWR task force for further consultation.